
Valcke Group
BOWLING AND GYM? SIMPLY AT HOME 

Of course, you could go bowling at a center, but it's also possible at home. Thanks to Valcke
Group! "Inspired by Excellence", that's the slogan of Valcke Group. This a slogan to which
the company from Wevelgem acts, because when installing a bowling center or fitness
center, you need the necessary expertise and the best products. The bowling division has
therefore been working with the American top brand Brunswick Bowling since 1992 and the
fitness division works together with Life Fitness, a trendsetter in the fitness industry.



So many people, so many wishes. To
maximally enjoy your home bowling or
gym, everything must be right. What do
you think about lanes that look and feel
like the rest of your interior? Or is it time
for the kids and their friends to have fun
on the lanes? enlarge their fun with light
pins and balls, or a gate next to the
gutter! Even if you want to enjoy a nice
workout, are customizable fitness
machines no extra luxury. from the
benches to the metals of the machine?
every aspect of a bowling lane or fitness
machine is customizable. For smaller
spaces ranging from 20 square meters to
40 square meters, or bigger spaces: There
is a solution for everything. Nothing is too
much to make a customer happy. For
Valcke Group, every project is a strike!

If you enter the Valcke Group offices you are
immediately greeted by a beautiful showroom.
Here you can experience immediately which
machine gives you a true energy boost en on
which lane you can throw as many strikes as you
want. Next to the offices of Valcke Group, you can
find the Kentucky Bowling, the bowling center
where it all started for the company. Did you get
curious about what Valcke Group can do for you?
Get in touch with them and maybe you will be
exercising or bowling with us.

Valcke Group
Menenstraat 433 
B - 8560 Wevelgem

T. +32 (0)56 - 438555
E. contact@valckegroup.com

For more information: 
www.valckegroup.com
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